Instructors committee

Instructors’ awayday
Former VC-10 tanker instructor Nick Wilcock steps back
ten years as the Instructor Committee samples his old life
Left: committee members climb aboard the
‘Queen of the Skies at Brize Norton
Above: little and large – PA28 keeps company
with Tristar, C-17 and other heavies
Below: Geoffrey and Suzie Boot’s Siai Marchetti
SF.260W on the ramp at Brize
Bottom: Rolls Royce Conways tight to the
fuselage cause few asymmetric problems

T

hanks to the organisational skills of
Matt Lane, one of the members of the
AOPA Instructor Committee and CFI of the
RAF Brize Norton Flying Club, committee
members were invited to hold our routine
June meeting at RAF Brize Norton. Rather
than battling with the joys of the London
public transport system to meet in Victoria,
we were invited to fly or drive to the RAF’s
largest aerodrome by kind permission of
the Station Commander.
Not only were we to hold our
meeting at Brize, we were also
invited to visit No. 101
AOPA
Squadron, the RAF’s premier
air-to-air refuelling squadron.
Working for
Matt’s ‘day job’ is as 101’s
Senior Engineering Officer; he
and his team are responsible for
ensuring that the VC10 fleet, the RAF’s
‘Queens of the Skies’, are ready and able
to meet whatever challenge should be
presented to them.
I met Matt at the Air Terminal and after
swapping his executive limousine – or
rather, Vauxhall Corsa – for the squadron’s
minibus, we drove over to the Flying Club’s
hangar to await the arrival of those
members who were flying in. Shortly after
a TriStar had taxyed out, first to arrive were
George Done, Chris Royle and Ian Marshall
in a PA28 from White Waltham, followed
by Geoffrey and Suzie Boot in their SiaiMarchetti SF.260W and finally Carol
Cooper in a Cessna 152 from
Andrewsfield. Meanwhile Dorothy Pooley
and George Capon had arrived by road and
the minibus was sent to collect them,
before we all drove over to 101 with Matt
playing the role of White Van Man rather
than SEngO.
After a short welcome and standard H&S
brief, we were each issued with the duty
hi-vis vest to walk the 50ft or so to ZA149,
one of the squadron’s VC10K3 aircraft.
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Originally built as a type 1154 Super
VC10 for East African Airways and first
registered as 5X-UVJ, ZA149 ‘H’ was
converted to a type 1164 VC10K Mk 3
along with three sister aircraft and was
delivered to 101 in May 1985. Since then
the aircraft has participated in every recent
conflict; I first flew the aircraft in June
1985 and last flew it in October 2002.
Largest and most capable of the RAF’s
VC10s, the K3 carries around 80 tonnes of
fuel and is fitted with three refuelling hoses
as well as a probe for receiving fuel in
flight from other tankers. And is still one of
the most graceful aircraft to be seen in our
skies!
Matt’s team gave us a detailed tour of
ZA149, which was undergoing a routine
engine change, before the next item on the
agenda which was a session in the
VC10K3 flight simulator. So, back into the
minibus and after a short journey to the
‘ground’ side of the aerodrome, we
disembarked at the VC10 training centre to
be greeted by Flt Lt Nick Millikin, son of
the erstwhile Vulcan Display Flight’s Paul
Millikin. Nick had been a student of mine
in 2001; his career not unduly blighted by
this experience, he is now one of the last
VC10 Qualified Flying Instructors and
hopes (and deserves!) in due course to fly
the RAF’s new tanker, the Airbus A330
Voyager.
As the simulator may only be flown ‘on
motion’ with 7 on board, we split into two
parties in order to take turns. I was very
pleasantly surprised when Nick invited me
to take the captain’s seat, scrape off 10
years of rust and teach my fellow IC
members to fly an approach each. So we
were soon racing down RW26 with
Dorothy Pooley at the helm, before taking
off and flying to the west. Given the time
available and number of members who
wanted to fly, we then tear-dropped back

and with judicious use of full spoiler and one
eye on the TACAN range and bearing, I
positioned us on the approach for RW08.
The VC10 is normally flown with both hands
on the control column, with the air engineer
setting thrust as called by the pilot using
percentage RPM as the parameter. Although
this technique might seem alien to some, in
practice it works well and actively
discourages pilots from ‘pumping the
throttles’. With full flap at the weight we
were flying, roughly 83% is needed and a
threshold speed of 130 KIAS is used. With
the other pilot flying, I acted as subliminal
air engineer and controlled the throttles as
required to maintain the requisite speed,
although little movement was actually
needed once the approach attitude had been
nailed. After Dorothy had flown the first
touch and go, I took control and joined the
visual circuit at 170KIAS and 1800 ft QNH
with take-off flap and slat extended whilst
another lucky pilot took the other seat. We
repeated the exercise several times, then it
was the turn of the second group. Someone
decided that the IC chairman should have a
slightly harder time, so Nick failed no.1
engine on him. But so viceless is the VC10
that the asymmetric effect was barely
noticeable. After the final touch and go, I
was planning to fly a two-engined approach,
but unfortunately (or perhaps fortunately?)
we ran out of time. All the landings had
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privileges, revalidation and renewal
requirements will be identical those of the
IMC rating. As with everything else
affected by EASA, however, things aren’t
completely straightforward. Even though a
JAR-FCL PPL might now be ‘deemed’ to be
a part-FCL PPL, pilots must convert their
JAR-FCL PPL/IMC to a lifetime part-FCL
PPL/IR(R) before 8 Apr 2014 or they will
temporarily lose IMC privileges on EASA
aeroplanes after that date until they have
done so. The meeting also heard that
EASA has yet to release the FCL.008
Comment Response Document; despite
1556 comments, the review team has as
yet only held one meeting, so their
‘summer 2012’ date for the release of the
CRD seems perhaps a little optimistic. I
advised the meeting that I will be attending
the next EASA part-FCL Partnership Group
meeting in Cologne at the end of
September, so hope to elicit further news if
the CRD still remains to be released at that
time. AOPA, of course, will continue to
press for the issue of new IR(R)s to
continue after 8 Apr 2014 as there is
absolutely no justifiable safety reason not
to do so.
The meeting was also updated with
regard to the EASA Aerobatic Rating.
Although this will not become compulsory
for aerobatics conducted in EASA
aeroplanes until 2015, AOPA has been
working with the BAeA, BGA, CAA and
LAA to achieve a seamless transition from
current AOPA / BAeA and BGA aerobatic
syllabuses to meet EASA requirements, as
well as to confirm ‘grandfathering’ rights for
existing aerobaticists. Although most of
our work has been completed, we are
currently waiting for the CAA to confirm its
acceptance of our proposals.
been safe, and no-one had crashed;
indeed Carol’s landing would probably
have received approval from even the most
critical of BOAC’s famously demanding
‘Atlantic Barons’!
We then went to the Officer’s Mess for a
quick lunch, before David Cockburn joined
us for the meeting proper, held in the
‘Ladies Room’. Although it retains this
quaint old title from the days before
political correctness, the room is nowadays
used for committee meetings and the like.
It also provides a good spot from which to
observe aircraft taking off or landing from
the runway a few hundred yards away.

To business
The meeting agenda included an update
on the latest licensing issues, including the
delay of EASA part-FCL in the UK until 17
Sep 2012. Both the date of effect of CAP
804 and the introduction of night VFR in
the UK have also been delayed until the
same date; the meeting was advised that
thanks to points raised by AOPA, night VFR
will now be less restrictive than had first
been proposed and IFR privileges for night-
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rated IMC rating holders will continue. Of
particular note was the news that pilots
who have held IMC privileges before 8 Apr
2014 are to have those privileges
‘grandfathered’ in part-FCL pilot licences
as Instrument Ratings (Restricted), whose

Top: Nick Wilcock flies back across the years
to his previous life as a VC-10 instructor
Above left: Captains Ian Marshall (left) and
George Capon on the VC-10’s flight deck
Above: Matt Lane shows instructors around
the business end of the VC-10 tanker
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The meeting also learned that ORS4 No.
887, the exemption applying to non-NPPL
pilots who wish to fly using Medical
Declarations, is to be extended to Sep
2013 as ORS4 Nos 912 and 913 for
holders of UK pilot licences or JAR-FCL
pilot licences respectively. (Note – since
the meeting the CAA has released
Information Notice 2012/100, which gives
advance notice of the cessation of these
exemptions after 30 Sep 2013, except for
pilots with UK licences which
include SSEA, SLMG or
AOPA
Microlight Class Ratings.)
On the NPPL front, the
committee was advised that the
Working for
IAA has now accepted the use of
the NPPL in the Republic of
Ireland, for non-RoI based pilots.
Certain conditions apply to such use,
further information may be found on the
NPLG Ltd. website http://www.
nationalprivatepilotslicence.co.uk.
Following the CAA’s recent
announcement regarding qualifying
requirements for instrument instructors,
the committee was concerned that suitable
requirements should be developed to
ensure that the instructional and
examining requirements needed to support
the IMC rating and IR(R) should be better
defined. A paper proposing the creation of
an IRI(R) with the same privileges as a
current FI without ‘no applied instrument’
restriction should be created, as well as an
IRE(R) who would be an Examiner with
IRI(R) privileges. The content of the paper
was agreed and will be forwarded to the
CAA as a formal AOPA position paper; this
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Above: Yes, we have avgas – Nick Wilcock
and Matt Lane with Carol Cooper’s 152
This photo: ‘Cross after the C-17’…
Nick waits for a busy taxiway to clear
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Above: AOPA Instructors Committee meets in the splendid surroundings of the Brize Officers Mess

should be non-contentious and we hope
that it can be included in CAP 804 shortly.
The meeting also debated the recent
GAPAN ‘Teaching Navigation’ paper and
certain recommendations will be made to
the Guild’s Instructor sub-committee as a
result.
The meeting was advised that, at the
recent Aero Expo held at Sywell, Timothy
Nathan of the AOPA Members’ Working
Group and I had discussed with NATS
representatives the proposal to harmonise
the UK transition altitude. These
discussions had centred on the problems
which a high TA would cause, particularly
to pilots cruising in the lower airways
structure and the NATS representatives

had asked us to forward our comments for
their review team’s attention. We have now
done so; in summary we feel that a
harmonised TA would be highly desirable,
but that it should be as low as feasible,
consistent with ICAO policy. Hence we
recommend that the TA should be
harmonised at 6000 ft, not 18000 ft. This
will meet many of the proposal’s objectives,
but with less need for the radical change in
altimetry procedures and associated
requirements which would be necessary
under the current proposal.

And finally…
After agreeing the date for our September
meeting, we left the Officers’ Mess to return
to the Flying Club hangar. RAF Brize Norton
is a relatively busy aerodrome by military
standards, with a number of visiting military
and civil charter types to be seen, as well as
the station’s resident C-17, C-130, TriStar,
VC10 and Voyager aircraft. Hence we had to
wait for a C-17 to taxy past before Matt
could give our visiting pilots a clear brief on
departure procedures, which are rather more
complicated than those to which most are
accustomed. Geoff and Suzie were the first
to leave, followed by Carol and finally the
White Waltham trio, who had to wait until
an A330 had taken off and C-130 had
landed.
Thanks to Matt’s efforts and the kind
permission of the RAF, this had indeed been
a tremendous day for the committee. As one
of our members later commented “Flying is
expensive, demanding, and very often
frustrating to the point where one considers
every now and then chucking in the towel
and bowing to EASA and all the rest who
seem to make life so difficult. But then
along comes a day like Tuesday that
revitalises the enjoyment and sweeps away
all one's doubts. Great weather, a privileged
visit to an active RAF airfield, company of
good friends and seeing at first hand the
professionalism of the young people in
today's RAF. What more can I say?’ I
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CL ASSIFIED
Aviation supplies

FOR SALE
Robin Aiglon R1180T

PA28-180

1/6th share
Lovingly Cherished.
Stapleford Group.
Plenty of
Availability.•Excellent
Avionics Very Highly Specced, Mode C/S.
Excellent Condition Throughout! •Low Engine
Hours ~800hrs. Recent Re-Spray/Corrosion
Proofed. No damage or repair patches! Airframe
only 2,898hrs. •Entire set of Robin spares
recently acquired to maintain aircraft for years.
•£95/mth, £95 Wet. Internet booking system.
If you are looking for the best example of a small
group share then this is it! Only £6,495 Joanne
07734 487619 joannec@inmansys.co.uk

PA28-180

Share Dunkeswell
Just surveyed, purchased and upgraded.
Airframe 4000, Engine 600 hours since
factory recondition. Airways IFR, new
Mode S and Audio box, Foresight 7 ins
moving map. Sixth share from £2,900.
Nigel 01626 776199.

(1/3 Share) Thruxton
Classic 4-seat tourer, 105-115kt at 35 lph;
1000lb usable load. ARC to March 2013; TTE
1650. Healthy and growing engine fund. New
prop and all hoses 2010. Twin Narco
Com/Nav, Garmin 4 place intercom,
2xVOR/ILS/DME, Garmin 100, Trig Mode S,
ELT, Lifejackets. Excellent availability, up to 14
days per trip; internet booking; F.I. in group.
New share to increase utilisation.£5,500 +
£200 pm + £25 ph (dry). Andy 07709 304817
andy@bouncemusic.com

Sporty's courses have subtitles to aid
comprehension of the American accent
heard on the DVDs

Aircraft protection

PA23 160 Apache 1961

Cirrus G3 SR20 GTS

2008
TTAF & Engine only 258 hours
Serial Number 2000. On UK Reg
TCAS, STec 55x, 2 x 430 WAAS, EMAX,
TAWS, ELT, Mode S, Fan powered
vetilation, 1 owner, no damage, 2 x Bruce’s
covers + various extras. Annual due July
2012. Based Jersey, NOT VAT paid. Price
£187,500.00 email nick@wealthjersey.com
Tel 01534 888404 or M 07700 750604

RAF 2000 GT G-YROO
All checks/mods for 200 HRS completed
under supervision of Mark Lhermette,
fully enclosed four wheel trailer with
winch. Tuition available.
Sensible offers over £15,000.
Dr David Bell. bell.retd@live.co.uk

Our lovely 1961 PA23 160 Apache is up
for sale. New C of A, Annex 11.
Props Overhauled 2011. Large inventory
of spares, Mode S, Covers, This aircraft is
loved whereever she goes!
£29,500 or possible syndication.
Ian 07715 546 408

Technical services

Robin HR200 1974

Planeweighs
Limited
Aircraft weighing & technical services

PA28-140 (1/4 share)
1/15th Share in beautiful
1974 Robin HR200. Based Gloucester.
£1950. £72/month. £70/hr wet (plus
10mins for taxi).
Internet booking system.
Email: jack@glosteraerogroup.com
Tel: 07941 886 701
Website: www.glosteraerogroup.com

New EASA C Of A til March 2013,
Zero Timed Engine (160hp) March 2008,
Strip/Spray/Corrosion Proofed Jan 2006,
RNAV, VOR, Dual Comms, Mode S,
Skymap GPS, Based Humberside,
Share Price Negotiable.
Peter 0794 1847945
Brian 0795 7373503

FUJI FA200 160Hp 2+2

TB10 share, Bristol

Versatile all rounder
+6 / -3 Aerobatic Fab for me. 4 seats 5
hrs Fab for family hols - (last year
Switzerland). Fly with open or closed
canopy. Factory corrosion proofed. TT
2468hrs TTE 193hrs. Based Prestwick
International. Children now adult size
hence reluctant sale. OIRO £35k
Contact Chris on 07801 659926

1/10th share
1982 IFR TB10, EGGD. TTAF 4100h,
TTE 0h. £185/mo, £115/h wet.
New annual. Hangared, professionally
maintained, leather seats.
New member sought to increase
utilisation.
£6500.
Pete 01275 393690

Socata TB10 G-SERL
Hangared at Rochester. 1980 (One owner
since 1992). TT 1600 hrs. Top overhaul @
980 hrs. VP Prop 150 hrs. Flies
beautifully. New ARC in Aug 2010.
For sale @ £35,000. Contact Dick:
07932 697151 or diksearle@aol.com

Glasair 2SFT
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Engineers throughout the UK
Tel: 44+ (0) 1792 310566 Fax 310584
Mobile: 07798 662 939
email: info@planeweighs.com
www.planeweighs.com

Rallye Minerva

220hp A/F 1,500 Eng 340 hrs, STOL,
glider tow hook possible, hangar,
no corrosion, Mode S,
recent refurbishment,
Euro 39,000 no VAT,
jamesrichardhepburn@yahoo.com
Bolkow Monsun 209

A.F. TT 95hrs. Engine Lycoming IO-360
180HP TT 400hrs. 95hrs since overhaul.
Hartzell C/S prop. Gulwing canopy.
Electric slotted flaps & Manual elevator
trim. Dual controls & brakes. GPS
coupled wing leveller. Vision engine &
fuelflow management systems.
Fastidiously maintained. Glasair updates
embodied. Permit due 31/5/12. Superb
condition, always hangared
(Cambridgeshire). 07712 108444

PIPER CUB to BOEING 747
Load/Trim sheet design
CAA approval A1/8538/79

Immaculate Cessna 172
based Liverpool
Independent pilot membership club
see us at www.g-gyav.org.uk
Diamond Jubilee Year
Happy to be AOPA corporate members

1/7th Share
PIPER PA28R200
Fully Airways equipped: ARC/Annual due March
2012: TTAF 4800: TTE 24hrs SMOH [‘zerotimed’]: New Hartzell 3blade prop 24 hrs:
GNS430W (March2012): NS800RNAV-FM
immune: Twin Altimeters: Dual ILS VOR/DME:
King ADF: King Radio Comm 2: Autopilot: Mode
S TXPDR: Leather interior: Hangared Private
airstrip N Suffolk: Internet booking: Excellent
availability: Share £7,000: Monthly £115: Hourly
£95.00 wet. Contact Peter: peter@kesdale.com
Mob 07775801071

Share available, based Biggin Hill
Semi aerobatic 2 seat tourer.
Engine 150 hours
Engine,Prop,CSU overhauled August
2009. New canopy perspex 2007
Garmin Mode S. Very good availabilty
Price £90 pm, £85 ph wet, £2500 ono
papaechogroup@googlemail.com
Rob 07768356245 or Gary 07785340368

Robin DR400 2+2
Fresh ARC, Annual due Nov, King
avionics – VOR - Transponder Mode
C - Skymap 111C. Hangered and based
Exeter £28,000 ono. Contact Steve Baker
01395 445686 or
stephen.baker4@btinternet.com
for more information.
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